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SECTION-A 

Answer any ten of the following questions : 2x10=20 

1. Let VF) be a vector space and 0 be the zero 
vector of V. Then show that 

.U =0 a =0 or v=0, aeF and V veV 

(Turn Over) 



2. Is the set 

5. 

4. 

(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1)) c R3 

linearly independent over R? Justify your answer. 

(2) 

3. Define basis of a vector space and give an example. 

Is T: R ’R defined as 

T(x, y) = (x+3, 2y, x+ y) 

a linear transformation? Justify your answer. 
State Sylvester's law of nullity. 

6. The mapping T: VR) ’ V3R) defined as 

T(a, b) = (a+b, a-b, b) 

is a linear transformation. Find the null 
space of T: 
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7. If T:U’V is a homomorphism, then prove 
that T(O) = 0' where 0 and 0' are the zero 

vectors of U and V respectively. 

8. Define homomorphism of a vector space and 

give an example. 

(Continu 



Is the linear transformation T:R2 R? 

defined by 

(3 ) 

T(x, y) = (x + 2y, 2x +4y V(x, )e R? 

an isomorphism? Justify your answer. 

Let T be an invertible linear operator on a 
finite-dimensional vector space V over a 
feld F. Prove that àeF is a characteristic 
root of T if and only if ) is a characteristic 

1. Show that the eigenvalues of a diagonal 
matrix are its diagonal elements. 

2. Prove that eigenvalues of unitary matrix are 
of unit modulus. 

3. In an inner product space V(F), prove that 

l|ax|| = |a|||x|| 

14. When are two vectors said to be orthonormal 

in an inner product space? 

15. Prove that an orthonormal set of vectors 

in an inner product space V is linearly 
independent. 
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Answer any fve of the following questions. 

(b) 

16. (a) Prove that union of two subspaces subspace if and only if One of them 

SECTION-B 

(4 ) 

contains the other. 
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Show that every linearly independent subset of a finitely generated 

form a basis. 

17. (a) If W, and W2 

space is a basis or can be extended to 

are two subspaces of a 
finite-dimensional vector space VI 
then prove that 

dim (W, + W) =dim W; +dim W2 -dim (W,oW 

is a 

105 

(b) If W and Wa be two subspaces of a 
vector space V(F), then show that 

W, + Wa ={Wj + W i WiE 

W;u W 
subspace of V(F) 

vector 

() Range (T)^ ker (T) = {0} 
(i) T(T) =0 ’ Tx =0 

18. (a) If V is a vector space and T:V -’Vis a 

linear operator, then prove that the 
following are equivalent 

Wj, w, E W) 

spanned by 

(Contined 



b) Let T be the linear b) Let operator on R? 

9. (a) 

( 5) 

defined by T(x, y) =(4x-2y, 2x+ y). 
Compute the matrix T relative to the 
basis B = {(1, 1), (-1, 0}}. 

Prove that there exists a linear 
transformation T: R ’R such that 

T(1, 1) = (1, 0, 2) and T2, 3) =(1, -1,4) 

What is T(8, 11)? 

(b) Find range, rank, kernel and nullity of 
the linear transformation T:R'’R' 
defined by T(x, y) = (x+y, x). 

4+1=5 

. (a) Prove that two finite-dimensional vector 
spaces Over the same field are 

isomorphic if and only if they are of the 
same dimension. 

(b) Prove that isomorphism is an equivalence 
relation. 
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1. (a) If T:U’V is an isomorphism of the 
vector space U into V, then prove that the 
set of vectors {T(u), T{u), *, T(u,)} is 
linearly independent if and only if the 
set {uj, ug, ", u,} is linearly indepen 
dent. Give example to show that the 
same does not hold if T is not 

isomorphism. 

5 

(b) Define isomorphism of a vector space 
and give an example. 

5 

7 

6+2=8 

2 
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22. (a) Let T be a linear operator on V, where V is a vector space over a field F. IR 

to distinct eigen 

(b) 

Un 
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(6 

of T belonging 

A= 

values , Ag, **, gs then show that 

Uy, Vg **" Un are linearly independent. 

are non-zero elgenvector. 

Show that eigenvalues of 

vectors are 

cos 0/2) 

sin 0/2) 

(cos 
sin 

sin 

are t1 and the corresponding eigen. 

and 

0 

-cos 0 

sin 0/2 
-cos 0/2) 

23. (a) Let T be a linear operator on a finite. 

dimensional vector space V. Then prove 

that the following are equivalent 

() is a characteristic value of T 

(i) The operator T-I is singular 

(iti) |T-I| = 0 

(b) Prove that similar matrices have the 

same characteristic polynomial. 

24. (a) If x y are vectors in an inner 

space V, then prove that 

|x+yl|s ||x|| + llyll 

product 

(Continuet 



b) Prove that if V is an inner product space, then |(*, y) =||x|lyl| if and only if one of xor y is a multiple of the other. 

(7 ) 

and prove 
inequality in an inner product space. 

5. (a) State 
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(b) lf {U, V, *", Vn} is an orthonormal 
subset of an inner product space V, 
then prove that for any v e V, the vector 

n 

Cauchy-Schwartz 

v-)(0, v)v; 
i=1 

is perpendicular to each v;. 

5 

1+5=6 

4 
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